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Parenthetical Practice
Gregory Kalliche (57 Cell)
Jonathan Chapline and Lorraine Nam (#ffffffwalls)
Takayuki Yamamoto (new hell)

This talk series aims to promote lecture as a means of presentation for an open audience. Artistic practices may vary and
take on interpretive modes to communicate. The first part of the series will host twenty minute presentations with questions for each project, followed by discussion at the end.
57 Cell is an alternative space. It is a publication featuring 3D modeled exhibitions in simulated environments. It is a collaborative project where artists develop environment ideas and project concepts specific to a series of works or notions of
works. The exhibitions take form exclusively in publication and are not available for on-line viewing. 57 Cell is directed,
curated and digitally modeled by Gregory Kalliche.
Founded in early 2012, #FFFFFF was created to provide a platform to view artists’ processes and their workspaces through
studio visits and in depth interviews. The blog’s focus is to advocate the importance of studio practice by showcasing the
past, present, and in progress work through the lens of Jonathan Chapline and Lorraine Nam who are practicing artists
themselves. #FFFFFF supports the idea of greater understanding and appreciation of the artistic process, the role of the
artist and in the work itself beyond the gallery white walls. The name #FFFFFF Walls derives from the hex code for white
(#ffffff), referencing the site’s ‘digital’ white walls.
A former elementary school teacher, Takayuki Yamamoto creates art that expresses a worldview that is not bound by adults
rules by drawing out the honest reactions, creativity, and, at times, the particular cruelty of children through his children’s
workshop. His projects portray the peculiarities of social systems and customs by which people are raised, through creative
feelings that lie deep in conversations and games among children.
...come join us and RSVP for the first segment of Orgy Park’s Artist talk series

